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About This Content

Big Band's in full swing!

Once a cop known as Ben Birdland, he fell flat when he got on the wrong side of New Meridian's corrupt police force. Birdland
was broken and bent out of shape by his former colleagues, but was tuned up by Dr. Avian and ASG Lab 8. Now he is armed

with a full ensemble of pneumatic weaponry, making him the full fortissimo instrument of justice: "Big Band."

Thanks to the incredible support of Skullgirls’ fans, Big Band is the second of 5 additional characters funded by Lab Zero’s
Indiegogo campaign to be added to Skullgirls Encore. Big Band is Skullgirls's first male character, and lives up to his name with

unique gameplay mechanics that take advantage of his tremendous size and musical motif.

Big Band features the same stunning, feature-quality animation and great gameplay you've come to expect from Skullgirls and
Lab Zero Games, as well as a story mode and detailed tutorials so you can learn more about him and the Skullgirls world!
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Now, you might be thinkin, "Gondy, oh Gondy, why oh why would I play Big oh Band?" Well first, I'd tell you to stop saying
oh. You said that like three times, cut it out. But second of all, I'd tell you this: Who fights with tubas? Hm? Can you name even
one character? No, hey you, in the back, put your hand down. The correct and only answer is: Big Band. Now, you might be also
thinkin, "Gondy, oh Gondy, you haven't really explained at all why I should play as Big Band! In fact, you're just spouting a
bunch of nonsense!" Well first, I'd congratulate you on using only one 'oh's for that entire sentence. Really, impressive! Good
job! We're all very happy for you. But as for your actual question: can you name a character that fights with tubas?. Did you
ever watch inspector gadget? Do you like Jazz?
Then this towering titan of musical proportions with his saxy attitude is a must.

Also, Bike horn. 10\/10. The saxiest man I know.. TUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBA 
TUUUUUUBAAAAAAAAAAAA
Incredible damage and good combo potential but hard specials to pull off and slow.
You can play your favorite song on a trumpet and then beat your enemy to
complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 seriously that move will take out half to 3\/4ths of a health bar
depending on their team size. He's a smooth-talking butter-voiced brass-powered detective with incredible sax appeal,
he's awesome.. SABAKU WA ORE NO STANDO DA!
*TUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBA TUBA!* Yare yare daze...

<\/\/TO BE CONTINUED\/\/|. We have ever played games with musical influences, we have games with metal style, pop
style, hip hop style, but what about jazz ?

Ride the tuba with this DLC playing as the "Big Band".

A powerful fighting machine seeking vengeance against crime trough sax and punches.

- Great voice.
- Over-powered combos.

JOIN THE BIG BAND !, and purchase it today.. How to get good with Big Band:
>Unlock JoJo skin

That's all.. TUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBA TU-BA!!!!
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doot doot. I feel violated everytime I play against this character.
10\/10
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is big band op? the world is full of obvious things.. Robocop+Jazz Band+Smooth one-liners=Probably the best combo master in-
game. Giant Tuba Man is my new main. Much better if you like to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on people's hopes
and dreams. Especially if you're up against a Filia main. I hope every Filia main gets the shortest straw in every future matchup
they'll ever be in. But really it's about the fun. The fun in screwing over Filia mains. I really hate Filia.. You can see him use an
ocarina in one of his attacks. Big Band confirmed for Zelda Wii U.

In all seriousness though, being an awesome expansion to the somewhat-limited character roster and fitting in seemlessly into
the Skullgirls universe with his own storyline is why Big Band is an example of a DLC character done right. Although he's one
of the harder characters to use in competitive matches, he strikes hard and and can be a force to reckoned with in the right
hands. You definitely should buy this along with Eliza and Squigly if you're looking for a change of pace.. You can't spell
Husbando without Band.. Any character with a Jotaro alternate costume is worthy to buy.. WARNING: May contain saxual
content.. He has the same Japanese voice actor as Joseph Joestar and has many references to Stardust Crusaders, plus you can
play the trumpet, and he's a charge character, pretty good overall. Big Band enters the stage! This is probably my favourite
character in the game. An ex-cop turned robot (where have I seen that before?), he helps the Anti-Skullgirl Labs with the power
of smooth jazz! What's great about this character is that, due to his size, he can resist being stunned by some hits. Also, with his
taunt he can power up his Blockbusters, making them even stronger!

An overall great character, I really recommend him, although you should consider getting him as part of the 2nd Encore
Upgrade.. One of his basic moves is a tiny bike horn. You know you want that.
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